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medium, the bust was catalogued in the 1968 booklet 
entitled ‘The Forsyth Wickcs Collection', published at 
the time of the opening of the Wickcs galleries on 
Boston, as white-glazed Ludwigsburg faience.2

It was realized by the mid-1970s that the bust was 
definitely soft-paste porcelain and French in origin. The 
presence of tin in the glaze, which is easily detectable 
in the crevices of the hair, the drapery, and other areas 
where the glaze has pooled, suggested an attribution to 
the Chantilly factory. Recent x-ray llourcsccncc con
firmed the presence of tin. As is well known, tin, an 
opaciflcr, was added to the lead glaze at Chantilly in 
order to produce a surface that was sufficiently white, 
and the resulting milky, opaque glaze is noticably dif
ferent from the typically translucent lead glaze used 
elsewhere and increasingly employed at Chantilly after 
about 1750 with the improvement of the paste. 
However, tin was used also occasionally in the early 
years at Mcnnccy, and a pair of Mennecy magots1 
recently given to the Museum of Fine arts provides con
firmation of this. However, the paste of the magots, 
where it can be seen without glaze, is a creamy yellow; 
the paste of the bust is disctinctly grey. Another magot 
in the Museum's collection which is attributed to
Chantilly4 provides a much closer comparison to the 
bust both in terms of paste and glaze. The addition of 
tin to the glaze is immediately detectable, again in the 
crevices where it had pooled; x-ray flourcsccncc con- 

1 Bust of Ix>uis XV, France, Chantilly, 1745. soft-paste firmed the presence of tin. The unglazed paste of the
magoi had the same grey appearance as that found in 
the bust. The colour of the glaze on the magot is slight
ly more creamy and is warmer in tone than that of the 

Among the approximately four hundred pieces of cigh- Louis XV, but the distinct similarities between the two
teenth century porcelain and pottery which came to the suggest an attribution to the same factory. A comparison 
Museum of Fine Arts in 1965 through the bequest of to a number of other pieces in the Museum of Fine Arts 
Forsyth Wickcs was a porcelain bust of Louis XV (Plate which arc either attributed to the Chantilly factory or 
'). The bust was attributed to the German factory of bear the Chantilly factory mark would seem to indicate
Ludwigsburg tin the basis of the incised mark of addors- that the bust of Louis XV was produced at that factory,
ed Cs which appears on both the back of the torso and Although similarities of paste and glaze do not provide
the back of the base. The date 1745 is also incised, above conclusive grounds for attribution, all evidence suggests
each of the (: marks. Since the Ludwigsburg factory was an attribution to Chantilly, 
not founded until 1758, it was hypothesized that the bust
was made a In r a model of 1745 and hence incised with Issues of factory attribution and ceramic body have not
the earlier d.itc An even more important issue that re- been the only areas of uncertainty surrounding the bust
mained un- Gained with the attribution to Lud- of Louis XV. One of the puzzling questions conccm-
wigsburg wa the fact that the bust is made of soft-paste ing the bust is its relation to a similar model made in
porcelain, which was never produced at that factory, faience fine at Lunevillc in the eighteenth century (Plate 
The bust, in fact had been sold as a ‘Custinc Nider- 2). The source often cited for the Luncvillc model, of
villcr Whin- Porcelain Bust of Louis XV, after Lc- which numerous examples exist, has naturally been pro-
moyne, eh. 1785* by Parke Bemet at the 1947 sale from posed for the porcelain bust. In an exhibition entitled
the estate ».l Pauline Riggs Moves,1 at which time it was I.a Faience Fine Franpise des origines a 1820 held at the

Musec National dc Ceramiquc in 1969, a. faience fine bust

K* ' •■cyr

porcelain, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 65.2014.

acquired b\ Forsyth VVickes. To add to the confusion 
surrounding both the factory attribution and its of Louis XV belonging to the inusee was included, and
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ly that it is the version from the chateau dc Chantchcux 
cast in 1753. It bears no relation, however, to xbafaience 
fine bust of the Louis XV. The king is represented stan
ding, his head turned to his left. His proper right arm 
is extended and he holds a baton; his proper left hand 
rests on his hip. An engraving by Collin of 1756* of 
the statue on its pedestal as it stood in the centre of the 
Place Royalc provides an accurate representation of 
Guibal and Cyfllg’s finished sculpture. The only dif
ference of note between the small bronze and the statue 
in the engraving is the position of the baton held by the 
king. Thus it is clear that Guibal and Cyflld's statue 
of Louis XV could not possibly have been the source 
for the busts of Louis XV made in faiencefine, or by ex
tension, for the Boston Museum soft-paste bust. The 
attribution to these two sculptors for this bust model 
was based most probably on the fact that Cyfflfi is known 
to have provided models to the faience fine manufactury 
at Lun£villc run by Jacques Chambrettc that is thought 
to have produced some if not all of the busts of Louis 
XV in that medium.

It is likely that the work of another sculptor, Jean- 
Baptistc Lemoyne (1704-1778), provided the model, 
either directly or indirectly, to the modeller at Chantil
ly and to the modellers of the faience fine versions. This 
suggestion is made in the booklet about the Forsyth 
Wickes Collection, which cites a marble bust by Jean- 
Baptistc Lemoyne made for Cardinal dc Rohan of 
Strasbourg as a possible source for the soft-paste 
porcelain bust.7 Recent research supports this 
hypothesis.

2 Bust of Louis XV, France, Lun*villc. jUrar/mr, mid- 18th Jean-Baptistc Lcmoync was bom into a well-established 
century, Muscc National de Ceramique, N1NC 3042. family of sculptors and became the most famous

member of the Lemoyne dynasty. He trained with his 
the catalogue, published in Cahiers dc la Ceramique Hu Vent father and his unde, but he was most influenced by
et dee arts dufeu labels it as ‘a reproduction of the statue another teacher, the sculptor Robert LcLorrain, a
of Louis XV erected in Nancy by the sculptors Guibal leading practitioner of the baroque style in France in
and Cyfllc circa 1751. The maquette is located in the the early decades of the eighteenth century. Lemoyne 
musde Iorrain de Nancy.'9 A source for this informa- won the Grand Prix in 1725 at the age of 21, which cn-
tion is not cited. The statue by Guibal and Cyffle has titled him to study in Rome at the French Academy
continued to be cited as the source for this model in there, but his father, widowed, nearly blind, and depen

dant on his son, prevented the latter from accepting the 
prestigious award. l<emoync's training was therefore cx- 

This statue of Louis XV, erected in 1755, was destroyed dusivcly French, but he was drawn to the most baro- 
during the Revolution. Stanislas, King of Poland, later que, Italianatc currents within Frenc h art. His career 
Due dc Lorraine, and father-in-law to Louis XV, had was not hindered by his solely domestic training and 
commissioned Barthclcmy Guibal in 1751 to prepare exposure; Lemoyne was recognis'd as a candidate to 
a maquette for a statue of Louis XV, which was to be the French Academy in 1728. an-! was accepted into 
erected in the Place Royalc in Nancy; both the statue the Academy ten years later. Mr v appointed a pro- 
and the place were to be Stanislas' gift to the people fessor in 1744, and elected Direct« • if the Academy in 
of Lorraine. Two models were produced by Guibal in 1768. Lcmoync received his first • • ..mission for a bust 
1752, and a small bronze version was then cast and was of Louis XV in 1732, and finisho' first two marbles 
at the ch&tcau dc Chantcheux by the following year, of the king two years later. Then •'Slowed an almost 
Guibal was aided in the casting of the full-scale bronze unending series of commission' - .n the Crown for

sculptures of Louis XV - busts, siames, and equestrian 
monuments. Lemoyne was soon m i»ded as the official 

Surprisingly little visual record remains of Guibal and sculptor to the king, and it appeal hut he was able to 
Cynic's statue of Louis XV and little has been published obtain access to the king for silts- villi a frequency 
on the sculpture. The maquette at the Muscc lorrain envied by other artists. In the I •e/allier d*Argen- 
is made of bronze rather than terracotta, and it is like- villc wrote in his Lien of Sculfitm\ tli.« . • mi 1730 to 1773

faience fine.

by Paul-Louis Cyflld.
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Lcmoync made two or three busts of the king per year.1 
While this statement appears to be an exaggeration, it 
is true that Lcmoync recorded the appearance of Louis 
from youth to old age. Cochin wrote of Lcmoync in 1768 
that *11 cst Ic scul qui ait actucllcmcnt la liberty dc 
modeler d’apr&s lc roy cl, conscqucmmcnt, qui puissc 
1c repr&cnter avee unc plus grande approximation dc 
son 6tat actucl1.’

The majority of Lcmoync's sculptures of the king 
were destroyed during the Revolution. The monumental 
works have almost completely disappeared, and many 
of the marble busts arc known now only through bronze 
reductions.

The incised dale of 1745 which, as noted earlier, ap
pears twice on the Boston Chantilly bust, provides the 
starting point for a search for a Lcmoync bust that would 
have served as the original model. The inventory of 
sculptures commissioned by the Batiments due Roi, 
published in 1927, lists the works ordered from Lc
moync, but rarely provides sufficiently detailed descrip
tions to allow for precise identification with existing 
pieces of sculpture. A record dated 24 February 1744 
states that a Monsieur dc Beaufort is to deliver to M. 
Lcmoync Jils a block of fine white marble which was 
to be used for a bust of the king.10 A bill for a life size 
marble bust representing the king by Lemoyne, ordered 
by Monsieur Orry and approved by Monsieur Gabriel, 
first architect to the king, reads as follows:

En avoir fair deux modelcs en terre el plat re; pour y 
parvenir, avoid fail plusicurs voyages a Versailles pour 
y voir S.M. a travaillcr, ensuite ct Iorsuqe le modclc 
a etc fait et approuve. Ton a ebauche lc marbre; apres 
quoi, j’ai recommence une troisiemc etude d'apres lc 
Roi, ct pour cct effet, rcste a Versailles plus dc trois 
inois dc suite, ce qui a servi a achcvcr ct a perfection- 
ner lc niarbrc en y cmployant tout Pete de 1745 . . . 
Pour tomes ces di fie rentes etudes et execution en mar
bre dudit buste, la somme de 400 liv. Esiime. compris 
les etudes d'apres le Roi . . . 2,800 liv. A Versailles, 
le 15 janvicr 1746."

The bust was exhibited at the Salon of 1745 as number 
47. Lcmoync's biographer. Louis Reau, published a 
statement bv the sculptor which reads ‘En aout 1745, 
j'ai fini le buMe en marbre dc Louis XV donne par le 
Roi au eardin:il de Rohan, qui en a dispose pour la villc 
de Strasbourg'. It appears that the bust was not 
delivered to the cardinal until 1747. On an unspecified 
date, the bu st of the king entered the collections of the 
Musee de S;:.:shourg, where it was destroyed, along 
with the iv» i the contents, in a fire resulting from 
the attack • ■ rite city in August of 1870.

Another in-:hie bust was carved by Lemoyne in 
1746-47 i
evidently - opy of the bust given to the Cardinal de 
Rohan, li

V"--------_

3 Rust of Louis XV, b\ Jean-Haptiste Iarmovne. signed and 
dated 1742. bronze. The Fine Arts Museums of San Fran
cisco. 1927.210.

Cardinal de Rohan served as the model for the Chan
tilly bust on the basis of another bust by Lcmoync (plate 
3). signed and dated 1742. This bronze, now in the col
lections of the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, 
measures 1514 inches high. The parallels between the 
bronze and the Chantilly bust are striking. In each, the 
head is turned to the left in a pose which radiates con
fidence. The gaze is determined, and the image con
veyed is that of a successful warrior. In each, the king's 
heavily lidded eyes and prominent nose are immediately 
apparent. The hair cascades in masses of curls to the 
shoulders, and in each of the busts, the king wears a 
cuirass and the cordon of the order of the Saint-Espirit. 
The similarity of the details of the costume extends to 
the milled shirt which is worn under the cuirass, the 
scalloped edge of the cuirass itself, and the garment 
which protrudes from one side of the cuirass. Aside from 
the bases, the most noticeable difference between the 
two busts is in the handling of the drapery which falls 
off the proper right shoulder in each and which is used 
to terminate the torso. In the bronze, the extraordinary 
swagger of the drapery and the sense of movement that 
it conveys recalls clearly Bernini's famous bust of Louis 
XIV, executed in 1665 and now at Versailles. The por
trait model established by Bernini with this bust in-

M.ulame de Pompadour, which was

"cm whereabouts are unknown.•i ■

•iij know what either of these busts look-Wliile we
ed like, w« . -v hypothesize that the one made for the
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4 Bust or Louis XV, by Jcan-Baptisie Lcmoync, signed and
dated 1737, bronze, The Metropolitan Museum or Art,
64.101.1630.

5 Bust of Louis XV, France, Chantillly. area 1745, soft-paste 
porcelain, Minneapolis Institute of Arts, 83.140.fluenccd sculptors for generations, and Lemoyne can 

rightfully be seen as carrying the Beminicsquc tradi
tion into the mid-eighteenth century. The Chantilly The inventories of the Batimcnts du Roi indicate that
modeller has taken a far more cautious and restrained Lemoync used this basic portrait format repeatedly -
approach to the handling of the drapery; the folds are Louis XV wearing a cuirass, often with an ample royal
simple and roughly parallel, and are kept close to the cloak in evidence. The convention is repeated in a mar

ble bust of 1749 made for Madame dc Pompadour, 
which was purchased by the king after her death and 

Lemoyne used the portrait type of the San Francisco then given by him to her brother, then the marquis dc
bust with great frequency in his depictions of Louis XV. Mlnars.14 It is also to be found in a marble dated 1757
A closely related bronze of Louis XV by Lcmoync is of a heavier and oldcr-looking I-ouis XV which is now
in the Metropolitan Museum in New York (plate 4). at the Metropolitan Museum.19
It measures 1614 inches high, and is signed and dated
1737 - five years earlier than the San Francisco bust, Thus, one can propose with some justification that the
and it is clearly very close in almost every detail to the bust made for Cardinal Rohan fell not only into this
latter. Perhaps the most significant difference is that the genre of royal portrait, but may also have been an up-
king's face appears younger; the facial muscles arc less dated or revised version of the broi./ ■ models of 1737 
defined and the brow is less furrowed. Despite these and 1742. If that is the case, ilu-u . .other soft-paste 
minor changes, it is apparent that the New York bronze porcelain bust of the king may reror i another marble 
served as the model for the bust in San Francisco. A or bronze in this scries. Approxima !y four years ago, 
third bronze of this model, apparently undated, was in the Minneapolis Institute of Art pm* based a bust of 
a private collection in Milan in 1968. A cast came on Louis XV, which appears also to !- -ve been made at 
the market in Paris two years ago at which time it was Chantilly (plate 5). It is considcr.il larger than the 
tentatively and erroneously identified as the Marcchal bust in Boston, measuring appro.- lately 18 inches 
de Saxe;13 it may be one and the same as the version high. The attribution to Chantilly is sed in part, once
recorded in Milan. Judging from an auction catalogue again, on the visible presence of • in the glaze. It
photograph, the bronze looks as if it may predate the should be noted that the glaze of ti. linneapolis bust
1737 New York bust on the basis of the king's very is slightly warmer and more cream* ■ ■ colour than the

Boston bust.14

body.

youthful face.
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While the similarities between the two busts arc evident, 
a number of differences exist aside from their unrelated 
bases. The modelling of the Minneapolis bust 
is crisper, and this is especially noticeable in the details 
of the cuirass. The position of the cordon is slightly dif
ferent from that of the Boston bust, and the drapery 
which terminates the bust is handled more simply. The 
head on the Minneapolis bust is less turned to the left, 
and is angled slightly more downward than that of the 
Boston bust. Lastly, there is the question of the age of 
the sitter in each; do the busts reflect the king at the 
same age, and if not, in which docs he appear older? 
The relationship between the two busts is very puzzl
ing, and numerous questions remain unanswered for 
the moment. Were the two busts modelled from the 
same prototype? Arc the differences between the two 
due simply to the hands of different modellers? If the 
busts were done at different dates, which is earlier? It 
is difficult, if not impossible, to determine this on the 
basis of the king’s appearance. Unlike bronze, soft-paste 
porcelain does not allow for modelling of sufficient preci
sion to convey nuances of ageing. The Minneapolis bust 
is clearly the more ambitious and finely executed of the 
two. Not only is it larger, but also it is supported on 
a pedestal that is a lour deforce of modelling and of com
position in soft-paste porcelain. The pedestal is a three- 
dimensional military trophy of considerable complexi
ty, including a cuirass, helmet, shield, sword, cannon, 
banners and spears. It is the perfect attribute for a bust 
of the king portrayed as a confident warrior. The more 
simplified base of the Boston bust, its smaller scale, and 
its somewhat less precise modelling suggest that it may 
be the earlier of the two.

6 Bust of Louis XV, France, Luniv'iUc, faienceJint, mid-18th 
century. The Victoria and Albert Museum.Another theory might be advanced, with great caution, 

for the Boston bust being earlier of the two, and this 
concerns the mark of addorsed Cs and the date of 1745 
which appear on the back of the Boston bust. The author 
is not aware of a mark of addorsed Cs having been us
ed either at Chantilly or any other French soft-paste 
porcelain factory. It is difficult to link the addorsed C 
mark with the king himself, or even directly with the 
Prince dc Condo, the patron of the Chantilly factory. 
It has been proposed by Bernard Dragesco17 that the 
Cs may stand for Ciquairc Cirou (both names usually 
spelled with a C), the director of the Chantilly factory 
front its inception in 1725 until his death in 1751. While 
the author is unaware of any instances of a director of 
a porcelain factory in the 18th century incising his in
itials on a piece of porcelain, it can be suggested that 
Cirou fount’ this bust to be such an artistic and 
technologic.'.! in-umplishnicnt that he felt impelled to 
sign it with Is; • initials as well as with the year in which 
it was madi ■ if the many figures produced at Chantil
ly, this bus in rightfully be regarded as one of the 
finest. The 1. it used Cs do appear on another piece of 
porcelain re ently on the market, a large and ambitious 
figure of a cherub attributed to Chantilly. The date 1747 
is incised in addition to the Cs, and ns with the Boston 
bust of Loi XV. the mark and date are given a place 
of some p:. - ninencc. In this instance, too, it seems 
plausible tin: Cirou would want to mark his associa

tion with his factory’s product and to record the date 
of its manufacture. Thus in regard to the dating of the 
busts, if one accepts the above interpretation of the 
mark, it would seem most likely for Cirou to mark the 
first bust of the king produced at the factor)', the bust 
now in Boston.

The base of the Boston bust raises another intriguing 
question. What is the relationship of the Boston and 
Minneapolis busts to the faience fine busts of Louis XV 
produced in Luncvillc, of which there arc examples at 
the J. Paul Getty Museum, the Victoria and Albert 
Museum (plate 6), the Muscc National dc Ccramique, 
Versailles, and elsewhere? The busts in Boston and 
Minneapolis seem more closely related to one another 
than to the Lunevillc busts, regardless of medium. Both 
torsos are truncated with abbreviated draper)' which 
stays close to the body, and neither is supported by a 
socle, but rather sits directly on its base (which was made 
and fired separately in each case). By contrast, the 
Lunevillc busts are modelled with the elaborate swirl
ing draper)1 that closely echoes that found on the Le- 
movnc bronzes, and the busts are supported by a socle 
which again recalls the bronze busts by Lemoyne.
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Therefore, it would seem that the busts in faience fine images of the king that were as current as possible both 
more closely follow a Lcmoync model than the busts with the king’s appearance and with works made by the 
made at Chantilly. king's official sculptor.

U ha, been noted that Lemoyne made three model, in JJ ,bc ™odc"c"in Lun4vill<;'™re looking at the mar- 
elay and platter at Versailles in the .ummer or 1745 for blc ,n *"*00*5 a, one would suppore, n. her than the 
hi, marble butt or the king that wa, exhibited in the b““ ^ . *■*“
»alon later that year. The marble butt, given by the king "X b“c 0™C,LrU.n4v‘! ' '“W? “ ad°“,,vanaM 
to Cardinal Rohan, wa, no, aetuaUy delivemd to of,ha, employed a, Chant,lly tn 1745 While hem am
Straibourg until 1747. K one accept, that the 1745da,e *hgh, dtlTemnee, m he bam,. mo« notably m the pom,

turc, one then must assume that a modeller at Chantil- , . . . . - .* __. ~
ly had acce,, to either the model, at Versailles or ,0 the b“usl bc dcr.lvcd from ,bc “™c Pr0'0,J«Ie <?"c 
marble, perhap, when i, wa, exhibited at the Salon. The 'vould cxPcct a Pnm ”u^.f”.bo h ,he b“5.1 and'hf 
dating ofthc Luniville bun, i, more complicated. The basa- »** "°“ " reTdcd “
group ha, been attributed ,0 the manure,ory or jac- * Fnna nor h“ onc bccn loca,cd'
ques Chambrette. Stanilaus did not give Chambrette Thus much remains unanswered about the Boston 
his brevet to begin production offaience finef referred to Chantilly bust, the bust in Minneapolis, and the busts 
as tern de pipe, until 1749, although the Chambrette fami- made in faience fine. We know little about the market
ly had been producing faience as early as 1718. Is it for which they were intended, and in what quantities
possible that, as had happened elsewhere in France, the they were made. The date of 1745 may bc significant, 
brevet was granted only after successful production had however, for the king had recently recovered from a 
commenced? The bust belonging to Cardinal Rohan grave illness, had defeated the British at the Battle of
was in Strasbourg in 1747, and might have been ac- Fontenoy against enormous odds, and was at the height
ccssiblc to modellers in Luncvillc. If the Chambrette of his popularity. These busts may bc seen as records 
manufactory was actually producing/nVnw fine before of Louis XV's appearance at the apex of his reign, for 
1749, it is tempting to think that the busts were made he was truly the Bien-Amie at this moment. With the trea- 
not long after the marble arrived in Strasbourg. Other- ty of Aix-la-Chapcllc three years later, which was 
wise, one might produce a date for the busts of 1749- 50, perceived as a defeat for France, the king's popularity 
which assumes that the factory would want to produce went into decline from which it would never recover.
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